Improved towing options for the motor coach lifestyle
leaves owners on ‘Cloud Nine’

For the discerning motor coach owner, traveling with a secondary vehicle has become a necessity. The
motor coach lifestyle demands ease of use that everyday vehicles offer for running errands, sightseeing
and quick day trips.
In the past, towing options for motor coaches have been limited to choices that do not allow drivers
to back up and often cause more headaches than they are worth, dealing with the worry and stress
of inefficient towing systems, and the repetitive hooking and unhooking can take the pleasure out of
any trip.
The most common choices for towing have included using Transport Units, Trailers, Dollies and Tow
Bars. There are positives and negatives to each of the above systems, but recently a new invention
called the ‘Cloud Nine Carrier’® has made other towing options all but obsolete.
Using Transport Units and Trailers will
allow you to raise all four tires of your
secondary vehicle off of the ground, if
necessary but those types of systems
are commonly used for sports cars and
luxury vehicles.

“...towing options for motor coaches have been
limited to choices that do not allow drivers to back
up and often cause more headaches than they are
worth, dealing with the worry and stress of inefficient
towing systems, and the repetitive hooking and
unhooking can take the pleasure out of any trip.”

Tow Dollies have been a popular option
in the past. Tow Dollies raise the front
two tires off of the ground, leaving the
back two on the pavement. They have been useful for travelers when sharing the dolly with another
party or for use with multiple vehicles. However, braking can sometimes be a major concern and backing
up is completely out of the question. Often times, hooking and unhooking a towed vehicle in order to
maneuver can often be fraught with tension and stress. Vibrations from the Tow Dollies can also make
driving a challenge and are considered additional vehicles which will need to be specially licensed and
equipped when driving through certain states. Also, if you need to tow an empty dolly without the towed
vehicle’s suspension in action, it can vibrate strongly and make driving a challenge.
Until recently, Tow Bars have been the most popular choice for motor coach interstate travelers.
Tow Bars give you the least amount of equipment to deal with, leave all four tires on the ground and
are relatively less expensive. Tow Bars are lighter and also allow drivers to unhook and store the
equipment with relatively little space. Three types of Tow Bars are available and include the Selfaligning Motor Coach Mounted, the Self-aligning Car Mounted and the Rigid A Frame.
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One of the newest innovations in motor
coach technology has made a huge impact
on the ease of towing an extra vehicle.
The Cloud Nine Carrier®, created and
manufactured by Transport Systems in
Tempe, Arizona, has created a first quality
‘load and go’ product that allows drivers to
back up easily without having to worry about
unhooking towed vehicles.

The Cloud Nine Carrier® is a safe, simple,
7 step system that provides an alternative way
to transport secondary vehicles behind a motor
coach. Cloud Nine uses an air suspension system
that creates a smoother ride for towed vehicles,
eliminating the shock of rough roads, bumps
and potholes, and otherwise less than smooth
traveling.

While driving across country, the Cloud Nine Carrier® is more dependable and puts freedom back
into the open road. Worry less about potholes and bumps, even traveling a rough road will not knock
the Cloud Nine Carrier® out of alignment. Cloud Nine’s technologically advanced air ride suspension
provides the most efficient and reliable damping system available on the market.

Obvious advantages when choosing the Cloud Nine Carrier® include:
•

Dependable, strong, durable and safe

•

Easy to use, stress free loading and unloading

•

One of a kind ability to operate in reverse, being able to back up, safely and completely

•

Smart technologically advanced equipment for improved travel, less frustration

•

Light and easy to haul, no storage problems

•

Avoidance of impossible ingress and egress situations

•

Fuel savings, choose where to buy fuel without stress
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A simple decision to travel with Cloud Nine will result in the avoidance of wasted time with dollies, tow
bars and trailers. Refueling and finding the perfect camp site will no longer be an issue since drivers will
not have to unhitch and return later. Space will not be an issue since Cloud Nine allows drivers to fully
operate in reverse while turning.
Continual problems with towing an extra vehicle disappear with Cloud Nine. Issues and worry
experienced with trailers, transport units, dollies and tow bars are problems of the past, leaving more
time for relaxation, which makes life on the road more pleasurable. What are you waiting for?
For more information about the Cloud Nine Carrier®, visit www.Transport-Systems.net
or call 480.990.8900.
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